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PRIDE OF AC.

Juvenile Faye P. Crisostomo during the 2017 Southeast Asian (SEA) Games in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Photo taken from Facebook.

Juvenile
Faye. P. Crisostomo an
alumna of Aldersgate
College Elementary and
High School Departments gave pride and
honor not only to Nueva Vizcaya but also to
Aldersgate College as
she bagged Bronze
Medal for the Philippine
National
Taekwondo Team in
the
Taekwondo
Poomsae Team Competition during the 2017
Southeast Asian (SEA)
Games in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, August
2017.
Crisostomo also
joined the ASEAN
Taekwondo Championship and garnered Gold
Medal for the individual freestyle and Silver
Medal for the Team
Event in 2016.
She also joined
in previous years vari-

ous taekwondo championship
competitions
held in different counties like Myanmar, Indonesia,
Uzbekistan,
China, Singapore and
Korea; and brought
home bronze, silver and
gold medals for the
country.
Crisostomo
started her taekwondo
with the Philippine
Taekwondo Association during her stay in
the province before
moving to Manila for
her college studies.
She is now a
third year student at Far
Eastern
University
(FEU) Manila taking
Interdisciplinary Studies. .# jdalle

High School enrollment up by 72.24%
CHART I: DIFFERENCE AND PERCENTAGE CHANGE OF ENROLMENT BY GRADE LEVEL (Source: HS Principal’s Office)

Compared to last years’ population, the student population of the High Schol Department escalated
by 72.24% recording an increase of 315 students in the first semester.
Grades 7 increased by 55 or 73.33%, Grades 8 increased by 5 or 6.39%, Grades 9 increased by 4
or 5.33% while Grades 10 increased by 141 or 108.46%. Grade 12 has a total of 111. To sum it up, the
enrollment of the present school year increased by 315 at 72.24%.#KarlJVandAlexaN
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EZE Building houses the whole high school
With the considerable surge of enrollment in the high school
this school year, the
whole EZE building becomes a new home for
the whole high school .
The ground floor
of the building is occupied by the three classes
in Grade 7 and one class
in Grade 8.
Different offices
are also found in the
ground floor– the Office
of the
Administrator,
Office of the Principal,
the Office of the Prefect
of Discipline, and the
Faculty Room.
The second floor
is occupied by the Grade
9 and Grade 10 classes,
and one class in the Senior
High. The High
School Computer laboratory, and the Girls’ Cr
are located in the said
floor.

The third floor of
the building is occupied
by all the classes
in
Grades 11 and 12.
The rooftop
used by all of the
classes during their
periods.

School programs
are also held in this floor
when the school’s Audio
Visual Room is being
used .
“This is new to us
because for so long we are
used to seeing the EZE
building without a lively
color”. Students said in an
interview.
The painting of
the building is through the
“Alay Para sa Kulay” campaign which was supported by the whole AC community including its employees, alumni, parents
and students.# JVandBelle

Grades 7, 11 Entrance
scholars recognized
The yearly Entrance
Test for incoming freshmen
which is one of the programs
of the Guidance and Promotion Office named top ten examinees who are granted full
tuition fee scholarship for this
school year.
From the 130 total examinees , the following students got
the ten highest
scores out of 300 test items.
The lucky scholars are
Justine Loraine Norbe, Roanne
Vhea Vicente, John Lander
Tan ,Richelle Joy Sandoval,
Charisse Joy Baduria , Aubrey
Alessandra Julian, Jayson Jake
G. Borje, Jada Ceska Clare
Tan , Jazer Sinamban , Charny
Mae Santos, and Earl Darwin
Bisquera.
Senior High School
students who took the Grade
11 Entrance though they will
not be granted 100% tuition
fee, are likewise recognized.
The ten highest scorers are
Jayvee Karl Limos, Krisen
Vicente, Joane Lor Mimay,
.
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Clarenz
Tolentino,
Stephanie Joy Kindhan,
Paul Harvey Suarnaba,
Celine Marie Uy, Eloisa
Cabrito, Laarni Perez,
Erin Kirsten Larosa , and
Norhata Moonin.#Alexa
N@Athena

AC mentors
lauded

NEW HOME. The newly painted EZE Building is now the new home for both the Junior and Senior High School. (Photo by Alle)

Ruiz, elected as Provincial Young Board Member
The Supreme Student Government (SSG)
President of Aldersgate College High School, Ryan A.
Ruiz, was elected as one of
the young board members of
Nueva Vizcaya during the
Provincial Leadership Training for Student Leaders held
at the Pasalubong Center,
Bayombong last September
22, 2017.
The leadership training was attended by 52 SSG
Presidents and advisers from
different public and private
schools in Nueva Vizcaya.
Out of this, 16 officers were elected to lead the
upcoming campaign for the
National Children’s Month
on November.
“The newly elected
officers will undergo further
trainings and workshops,
even sessions in the Sangguniang Panlalawigan Hall

to develop their leadership
skills and come up with a
good program of activities,”
Mr. Geepee Kelsey, the head
of Project Coy Association,
explained.
On the other hand,
Ruiz stated that he was honored for being elected as a
provincial officer.
“I thank God for the
opportunities he had been
giving me this year. I will try
my best to do my responsibilities,” Ruiz added.
Ruiz and the other
officers headed by the
Young Governor, Reymart
Domingo from Tuao High
School will be introduced
during the flag raising ceremony of the Government
Officials, Employees and
Staffs of Nueva Vizcaya on
November 6,2017.#JonElson

October 4 marked
the celebration of Teachers’ Day , a day set to
recognize the contributions of all teachers in
the life of every learner.

ACians prepare for the
“Big One”
In preparation of
the ‘Big One,’ Fire and
Earthquake drill was held
in Aldersgate College
premises last October 24,
2017 at 3:00 in the afternoon.
The Philippine National Police (PNP) and
the Bureau of Fire Protection (BFP) came to judge
how prepared the students
and teachers of Aldersgate
College are.
Equipped with appropriate devises and
medical paraphernalia ,
the rescuing of victims
was done satisfactorily.
All participants in the drill
cooperated well.

AC’s performance
in the drill was commended by the evaluating team
from both the PNP and
Fire Department and was
given a very satisfactory
rating.. #Athena

The occasion was
graced by Hon. Eufemia
A. Dacayo, who also had
simple token to all mentors of AC.
This year’s celebration is
enthemed
“Gurong Pilipino: Kaakbay sa Progreso”.#JKnN
LEADER OF TOMORROW. Ryan Ruiz had his pose after the
leadership n training for future leaders.(Photo by Elson Paragas)

“There is no sustainable development without consideration of disaster risk.”

-
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SSG Prexy makes it on the Regional Officers List
Ryan A. Ruiz claims
another achievement after
being elected as one of the
Regional SSG Officers during the regional Leadership
Training of SSG Officers and
Teacher-Advisers held at Villa Victoria Hotel, Tuguegarao last September 8, 2017.

The leadership traini
The said trainng was sponsored by the Association of
Private School Administrators in Basic Education of
Region 02, Inc. (APSABERI)
which was attended by almost 200 participants in the
entire region .

The training includes
lectures from great speakers
as well as socialization aThe
The election of regional officers took place in the evening where Ruiz received the
good news.
“The long travel is
worth it. I feel honored and
fulfilled,” Ruiz remarked.
Ruiz was with Gydel
Keila Layugan, Grade 9 Representative , and the SSS adviser,Mr. Elson Paragas.#
JonElsonParagas

LEADERSHIP TRAINING. Ruiz poses with other attendees in the Leadership Training Seminar.

.

School-based Science fair reels off
Aldersgate College
Science High School conducted a one-day schoolbased YES-O and Science
fair in front of EZE building
on September 13.
Paul Harvey Suarnaba, Math Club president
challenged every ACians in
his opening remarks.
Diverse
activities
marked the event such as Essay Writing, Poster and Slogan Making contests.
Highlighting
the
event was the Songwriting
competition in which the
Break the Silence (BTS)
band rocked the stage.
Local
scientists
showed their amazing skills
in the gallery walk. Several
inventions and experiments
dominated the AC quadrangle.
Students also proved
their worth in the Amazing
Race. This is somewhat the
same with the Math Relay
wherein different physical
activities were provided.
Questions related to
Science were also asked to
contestants for them to advance in the next round.
There were four competing teams in the said affair
– the blue, red, yellow and
green.
With full determination, the blue team eventually
conquered other teams leaving them teary-eyed.

Nutrition month
celebration held
ACSHS carried out its
annual Nutrition Month fete
through the united efforts of
the Supreme Student Government (SSG) and ACCESS
Club officers at the EZE
Stage, July 27, 2018.
.

other
contenders
teary eyed. Oral defense of
investigatory projects was
done in the afternoon.
Researchers of the
projects answered the questions of the judges. The
judges were Rev. Jonathan
Palitayan,
Ms.
Leah
Hisalago and Mrs. Felicidad

Furigay , Department Head
of Science.
“The program was
good and fulfilling. I hope
this would happen again
next year,” said Stephanie
Kindahan a grade 11 in an
interview.#KarlJVplusErica

UNO celebration unfurled
To instill each student the essence of unity,
Aldersgate College Science
High School commemorated
United Nations Day on October 20 at the Center for
Strategic Studies (CSS)
stage.
Conceptualized by
the History Club (HC) officers with the guidance of
their adviser, United Nations
Day is aimed at practicing
good relationship and fostering camaraderie among students.
Highlights of the
event include the parade of
National costumes where
male and female candidates
of each section were tasked
to romp in their national attire of different nations they
represent. Jayvee Karl Limos of 11-Gauss and Catherine Joy Umengan of 11Riemann were crowned as
Mr. and Ms. United Nations
2017.

Grade 11-Gauss hooked the
crown with their perfecttasting ‘Dinakdakang Ampalaya’ as their main course.
The Grade 11-Euler meanwhile stood out among others
with a splendid ‘Leche Flan’
as their dessert

Mr. Benjamin Dulatre, keynote speaker enlightened the whole studentry of
the real intention of the program and acknowledged
them to be always aware of
the role and mission of the
United Nations in their everyday life.
The program also
featured the recognition of
the Best Costumed candidate bagged by Catherine
Joy Umengan and Edson
Olog both
from
11Riemann.
The able masters of
ceremonies were Shane Donato and Mikaela Eldgene
Damaso, both Grade 10 students.
The organizers of the
celebration were commended by Mr. Omar Capayan,
HC adviser for the success
and smooth flow of the activity. #KarlJV

Grade 8-Oughtred also triumphed in both contests in
the Junior High category.
12-Chaucer conquered the
EZE Stage in their jingle
while, Grade 8-Silver performers managed to dominate other contenders.

Armed with mental
power and confidence, Chelzie Maquiling, a Grade 9Gold schoolgirl bested other
contenders as she copped 3rd
place during the Environmental and Science Quiz in the
2017 YES-O camp held at
Lantap, Bagabag, Nueva Vizcaya on October 14.
Maquiling scored 25
points out of 40 questions

given. She confidently answered those questions for
she had much preparation
for the said tilt.
Earlier,
Maquiling
and Marabillo were
proclaimed champion in the
School based Yes–O last
September. # Gydel Keila

SDC spearheads English Week
Aldersgate
College
Science High School expands
its English Week celebration
from last year’s one-day
‘Buwan ng Wika’ activity to
a three-day affair featuring
new concepts through creativity and artistry on August
23, 24 and 29.
Hosted by the Speech
and Drama Club, students
from different classes showcased their creative side and
were given the chance to
share their talents through
English language.
A live radio broadcast
from news anchors Lovely
Paulino and Jayvee Limos
started the event with the different news and features regarding the celebration.
Despite a limited time
for preparation, 16 classes
from the junior and senior
high school vied for the

Verse Choir Competition.
12-Chaucer and 12-Milton
won first place. 11-Rieman
and 11-Euler were declared
as second and third placers,
respectively.
In the junior high category, 8-Silver bagged the
championship while 7-Nickel
and 9-Gold landed on the 2nd
and 3rd places.
Cheers erupted from
the students as the competitors emerged in their unique
attire as they represent their
chosen Greek and Norse
Gods and Goddesses.
Despite the heavy
rainfall, the contestants proceeded into the Question and
Answer
portion.
#KarlJVNicaM

Buwan ng Wika celebrated
With the theme “
Wikang Filipino, Wikang
Maoagbago”, the AC family
commemorated Buwan ng
Wika on August 29 infront
of the EZE building.
The said event was a
total package of performances
coming from all students in
the six grade levels.
Students staged a
Filipino-inspired
spokenword poetry. Mr. Jon Elson
Jr. Paragas also rendered his
six- minute spoken word
performance.
ACian belters also
showcased their versatility on
Original Pinoy Music. Contenders had written their own
compositions of Filipino music and rendered them before
the crowd
They were judged by
the principal, Mrs. Marissa
J.Taguinod, Mrs. Patricia G.
Ortiz, and Mr. Jon Elson A
Paragas, Jr.

The Filipino spirit
stirred when all classes in the
high school danced folk elegantly wearing their creative
costumes.
“Buwan ng Wika is a
time we are reminded of the
importance of our own language.”, said Erica Manuel in
an interview.

In the table setting
tilt, Grade 10 –Babbage and
Grade 12 Shakespeare
emerged as winners in their
impressive table set- ups
with a very romantic valentine date motif.

Grade 10-Babbage
pocketed the first place in
the Nutri Challenge.
The one-day funfilled celebration ended
with the awarding of winners.#KarlJV

With the joint efforts
of Filipino Clubs officers and
advisers, the celebration was
carried out successfully.
The students showed
their support in the program
by wearing their Filipiniana
attires.
Mrs.
Marissa
Taguinod, the supportive
principal ended the program
through her closing remarks.
#KarlJVplusAlexN
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Hazing is never OK
It is everyone’s desire to be a part of a group
for no one wants to be
alone.
The need to belong
to a family, group, tribe,
club, organization, or community is a human condition. ”No man is an is-

land.”

The desire to belong
can be so strong that mental
or physical abuse seems a
tolerable price for admission? Here exists of that
what is called commit-

ment to a code of silence.

Brotherhoods or sisterhoods allure most of us
the youth to that special
sense of belongingness?
That
once
become a member of such
will experience security,
power and control?

Do you know that
this desire to belong will
lead to the opposite of
what most fraternities or
sororities offer?

Certainly it
is. It is demeaning, dangerous
and, sadly, deadly because hazing is a part of
the game. No
one will be accepted without
being hazed.
Hazing is defined as careless disregard for human life.
Thus hazing is never
okay.
It is against the
Hippocratic oath of saving lives and abstaining
from doing harm.

It means infliction of unnecessary
or excessive work in
order to harass an attempt to embarrass or
disconcert by ridicule
or persistent criticism.
Hazing
includes the form of tedious cleaning; weird
clothing; food; servitude.
However, the
worst of all forms are
the excessive paddling
and slapping which are
the reasons
of
death in the issues
we can see on television .
Hazing
rites
involves welcoming

those people who
pass the initiation.
.

However , they did not get to
that welcoming part because
they end up dying.
Hazing shows negative connotation on the procedure of initiation of a fraternity.
Yet this type of initiation measures the endurance
of a person who wishes to
joining such organization, is
there any other way? Why
does it have to end up in
fatality?
Nothing
positive
could be offered to any person who is guided to believe
that partaking in humil-

iation or harming others is acceptable.
It is unacceptable and
it would never be acceptable..
Let our voice be heard. It’s
high time to end that code
of silence.
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REGARD FOR LIFE
Disrespect for the creator of life is not something that most people take any note of, yet God says that to take a human life deliberately is murder. God gives life, and He values what He gives. After all, He made human beings in His own image and likeness. He made every human being unique.
It is not for human beings to dispose of other human beings. Reading Psalm 139:13–16, we come to see that what God has done is very special: “For
You formed my inward parts; You covered [or wove] me in my mother’s womb. I will praise You, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made. Marvelous
are Your works, and that my soul knows very well. . . .”
Life that God gives is not a disposable commodity to be taken or destroyed at whim. Life and length of days are for God to determine for each
of us. We should not take these things into our hands. It is His prerogative to begin and to end each life.

OUR DAILY BREAD Frats and Sororities
- the Good Side
Finger—Pointing

Compiled from Our Daily Bread by llaejd

You cannot point your finger at someone without
pointing at yourself. Try it right now. Extend your
index finger away from you, and then notice
in
which direction the other three fingers are
pointing.
They point directly back at you.
Remember that the next time you point out the faults
of someone else. Instead of jumping to conclusions, we should
give the person the benefit of the doubt and reserve our judgment until all the facts can be known.
Under the Mosaic law, no charges could be brought
against anyone unless there were two or three witnesses. Jesus echoed that standard when He taught how to deal with a
Christian who sins against you. (Matthew 18:16).
So if someone has wronged you, first go to the person alone to seek reconciliation instead od badmouthing him
before others. If the person refuses to admit his fault and turn
from it, then involve others to resolve the situation.
And if someone passes along a slanderous comment
to you, refuse to pass it further. Instead encourage the talebearer to follow these biblical steps.

God’s children are to be channels of
love and truth, not maliciousness and lies.

Image Conscious
When going through old family photos we usually
joke about which physical characteristics we inherited from
our fathers, grandparents or relatives.
We notice primarily the negative ones; short legs,
curly hair, crooked teeth, unruly cowlicks, flat nose and
many other negative characteristics.
All of us can easily identify in our ancestors our own
least favorite body parts. In addition to physical attributes, we
also inherited character traits– some good, some not s good.
But we don’t always pay as much attention to those.
According to unscientific observations, people try all
kinds of methods to overcome physical imperfections– exercise, routines, weight loss programs, make –up, hair coloring
and even cosmetic surgery.
But instead of trying to overcome our character flaws,
we tend to use them as an excuse for behaving badly. It is because changing our looks is easier than changing our character. But imagine how much better off we’d be if we put our
energy into character development.
As God’s children, we are not limited by our genetic make up. We can surrender our flaws or imperfections
to God and allows Him to fulfill the potential .

He had in mind when He created us as
unique expression of His great love.
The power of God’s Spirit and the life of his son Jesus are
at working us, conforming us to His image. The spirit develops in us the clear image of God.

By Nica Marabillo
Dokyumentaryo ni Juan Tagalog is a website which
states that fraternities and sororities in the Philippines are
social organizations of men in different colleges and universities inside the country having common purpose, interests
and activities which offer good benefits.
Most often than not, when people hear about fraternities and sororities negative ideas usually build up in
their minds. Negative thoughts blink instantly in them for
they think these involve violent and harsh doings because
of hazing .

But come to think of it, fraternities or sororities give such benefits and one of which is social networking. The formal installation of a social
network is certainly core and often-noted benefit of
being in a fraternity or sorority.
Newbies, freshmen either transferees feel out of
place once they enter new school. At the onset , they seek
for a group to belong. They seek for protection or security .
We believe, having no friends is unpleasant for
many students, so joining frat or sorority is either a good
way to avoid isolation or simply a way for socially-inclined
person to quickly find new friends or bond with frat brothers
and sorority sisters.
The next benefit fraternities and sororities offer
is academic support. Frats and sororities support each other
by conducting or holding group study sessions and even
internal tutoring for members.
Such are beneficial , right? Fraternity and Sorority are a help . People must stop having common-public
perception that these organizations have more negative effects .
Another benefit is career opportunity . Joining
fraternity and sorority also provides advantages for finding
career after school. Long running frats and sororities usually
have strong connection to their alumni.
Such connection would give a member greater opportunity to land a job after finishing a course or degree. It
will not be hard for them to find a satisfying work.
Lastly , is leadership development . as a veteran
member of the organizations one can have higher opportunity to run for an officer position even as to presidency.
So, through joining frats or sororities an individual’s leadership attitude will improve and can start a great
opportunity in seeking for high position. Therefore, members tend to be more active than the non-members .
Joining fraternities and sororities isn't always
bad. It’s just a matter of balancing things.

Don’t be always negative. Let us try to see
the bright side of things… Let us look at the level of
the water placed in a glass not just the space in
the glass which is not filled up.

Transformation
By Kyla Jem

Do not change yourself in order for others to
accept who you really are,
as what most people say.
In this society which
we live in, there are such
beauty standards for the
crowd to accept an individual. You have to meet their
standards or else, consider
yourself on outsider..
Xander Ford formerly known as Marlou
Arizala, is a victim of this
so called beauty standards.
Marlou was the leader of
the internet group sensation
popularly
known
as
Hashstags.
Netizens however,
failed to recognized or appreciate his efforts and divided to publicly degrade
his character.
This situation together with the large number of bashers pushed the
artists to undergo plastic
surgery.
People who undergo
plastic surgery want to
boast their confidence by
changing their physical appearance into something
much acceptable by many.
Let us be
honest when a person meets
with a stranger the first
thing they look is the physical appearance of a person.
If you do not pass
their standards then you
will remain as a stranger.
However, why would you
want to change something
that is already given to you
as a blessing?

Change is experienced by everyone.
So if it is for oneself to
be better then there is
nothing wrong about
it.
Just like anybody,
Marlou Arizala or Xander
Ford wanted to become
beautifully
confident

a
good personality makes
up a men.
though never forget that

I am a Peacemaker
By: Paul Harvey Suarnaba
Are you familiar with the Nobel Peace Prize? This is
an award given annually to those who work for peace. The
person behind this is Alfred Nobel who made a fortune from
the invention of dynamite, which change the course of warfare.
But do you know that true peace is not the absence of
war. It is the presence of God. With this definition of peace ,
then peace is something that is not really hard to achieve
Gods expression of peace is through His son Jesus
Christ. Jesus Christ is the Prince of peace. In the book of
John, Jesus said,” In Me you may have peace”. (John 16:33 )
He gave us a promise that he will give us peace. A
peace that this world can never give.
Is it hard to be a peacemaker? It is not . If we make
Jesus as our savior, the peace of God is with us. If God is
with us, we can be agents of God’s peace. We can be instruments to spread peace towards others even to our enemies.
I am a peacemaker by promoting peace in our family,
in school and in my community. I am a peacemaker by living a life in harmony with everyone that I meet or mingle
everyday.

When we’re wronged
By Aeceaprevolnosrep
Why do we lash out when we were mistreated?
Why do we quickly want to strike back and defend ourselves or seek revenge when we were wronged?

It is natural for us to want to defend ourselves
against injustice. We place too much value on our own
comfort and rights. It becomes our quick reaction to vindicate ourselves.
Fenelon, a 17th—century theologian said ,” Don’t
be so upset when evil men and women defraud you. Let
them do as they please; just seek to do the will of God.
Silent peace and sweet fellowship with God will repay you
for every evil thing done against you. Fix your eyes on
God” He allows painful situation to come into your life,
and He does this for your benefit”.
If we’re quiet and peaceful when others mistreat us,
we are responding in a Christ like way.
God wants to develop in us qualities that are unnatural for us. Be meek and lowly in the face of other’s
anger and leave the consequences with God.
This doesn't mean we must stay in an abusive situation, for no one has the right to mistreat another human
being.
But it does mean we can by God’s grace respond
calmly to another’s anger. Anyone can be patient when
everything’s going on her way. The greater virtue is to remain calm and controlled under provocation.

HS New Heroes
By: Erica Joy Manuel and Josselle Rey Sardan
“Compliance leads
to
least
expectation, but
working in
RAtruth and
determination leads you to
commitment of excellence.”
an uplifting citation from
the one of the newest faculty staff of Aldersgate College, Ms. Arlen Joy Ramos,
adviser of Gr. 11- Bernhard
Riehman (HUMMS).
According to Ma’am
Arlen, teaching is about
rendering a service with a
heart.
Simple and kind are some
few words that best describe
Ms. Blesilda
Maxion,
the adviser of Gr.
12- John
Milton
(TVL).
MAXION
She teaches
English 14,
English 13,
English 122 and Filipino
11.
“I have chosen
teaching as my profession
because it is really my desire to be in this profession,” Maxion stated in an
interview.

Mr.
Genesis
Leonel
Plamo
described
himself
PLAMO
as simPLAMO
ple and
jolly. He is the newly assigned adviser of Gr.11Carl
Friedrich
Gauss
(ABM). He believes that
teaching is not just a profession, it is a mission.

Life can be lived with joy and peace amidst its
heartache and pain. With God’s help and grace and anger
ca cease and peace and justice will reign.

Having
a happy
RAlife
is
BADON
one of
the
goals of Ms. Jessavel Rabadon. She is teaching English 10, English for Academic and Professional Purposes ,Oral Communication,
and 21st Century Literature.
Rabadon is the adviser of
Gr.10- Charles Babbage.

Sir Zan- GAder
Gayagoy
characterized himself as an energetic, humble, joyful being.
He is a Social Science and
Edukasyon sa Pagpapakatao teacher.

Aside from being a
ALMs.Vilma Allig is a sensitive, hardworking, and loving and a friendly individual. She is the proud adviser
of Gr.11- Wilhelm Leibniz,.
She chose teaching as her
profession because it is her
passion.

teaching Araling Panlipunan
7 and 8, Understanding Culture, Society and Politics 11
and 12, Arts 8, and Humanities 11 Contemporary Philippine Arts from the Regions. She is the adviser of
Grade 11 Newton.
Ma’am Clem as she
is

TUSCANO

“Teachers individually and collectively have
the ability to not only
change the world, but to improve it.” Sir Zander said in
an interview.

The best way to respond to wrong is to do what is
right. As we respond to injustice in a Christ like way, our
anxiety, insecurity, anger and pessimism will be transformed into stability, hope , peace or tranquility.

“Do not use harmful words, but only helpful words ; kind words
that build up and provide what is
needed, so that what you say will
do good to those who hear you.”
Ephesians 4:29

”Don’t worry about the failures, worry about the chances you miss when you don’t
even try.”
This quotation
serves as
an inspiration to
Mrs.
MAGGrace
Magday.
She teaches MAPEH subject. She is the adviser of
Gr.11
Leonhard
Euler
(STEM). She believes that
teaching is a great profession filled with unexpected
moments and rewards.

teacher, travelling around
the world is one of Mrs.
Marijule
Parungao’s
#LifeGoals.She is currently

fondly called by her students
is the adviser of
Grade 8- Oughtred.
Ms.ClemendaTuscano
is a young lass endowed
with much skills not only
in computer but also in
home economics .
She loves imparting
these skills of her to her
students as evidenced by
the creative and artistic
outputs of her students in
their TLE classes.
A man with a big
heart ,smart and very approachable are just a few
words to describe the adviser of Grade 12– Chaucer
and the Alumni Affairs co-

PALITAYAN
ordinator of the high school.
Rev, Daton Jonathan
B. Palitayan, Jr. who was
then a faculty member of
the CASE department is
now one of teachers in the
High School after he came
back to the Philippines after
his
years of stay
in
Hongkong and other countries abroad.
He teaches English
Research , Religion and Philosophy subjects.

Life’s PARADOXES
By meme

We need to fall to
fly; we need to unlearn to
learn the lesson ;we need to
give up to become strong;
we need to be wrong to
make things right.
We would cry to
laugh again; fall apart to be
whole again, and get hurt
to love again.
Life is indeed full
of
contradictions; and
these are just a few of
life’s paradoxes.
Do you know that
life’s complexities
are
also life’s source of beauty?
Here are nuggets of wisdom about life and reality..
One course to enroll,
SURVIVAL
• Two majors to take,
PERSONALITY and
GROWTH
• Two subjects to have,
KNOWLEDGE and
WISDOM
• One prerequisite, OPPORTUNITY
• One schedule, 24
HOURS
• One room to use, the
WORLD
• Two course requirements, PERSISTENCE
and DETERMINATION

One schedule…………
24 HOURS
• One room to use……
the WORLD
• Two course requirements…………………..
PERSISTENCE and
DETERMINATION
• Two practicum…
CHALLENGES and
TRIALS
• One grading systemCUMULATIVE MATURITY
• One teacher…………….
EXPERIENCE
• Only one tuition fee
LIFE ITSELF
• One skill to be learned..
ADAPTABILITY
• Two course materials..
the PEN OF LIFE and
the BOOK OF TIME
• Three essentials…...
FAITH, HOPE & LOVE
• One great adviser ….
GOD
….Life is an angel of vision. It is how we see objects and how we mingle
with them.
•

PALINDROMES
Compiled by elle

A palindrome is a word,
number, phrase, or other
sequence of characters
which reads the same backward as forward, such as
madam, racecar. There are
also numeric palindromes,
including date/time stamps
using short digits 11/11/11
11:11 and long digits
02/02/2020. Wikipedia
Here are some examples
of palindromes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A Santa at NASA
Boston did not sob
Dennis and Edna sinned
Flee to me, remote elf
Ma is as selfish as I am
Never odd or even
A nut for a jar of tuna
RADAR
KAYAK
Level

Source:
www.timemforkids.com

Heartburn

Have you experienced
a burning feeling rising from
your stomach or on your lower
chest up towards your neck?
This is what we call heartburn.
Heartburn is caused by
acid from the stomach bringing up
into the gullet
(esophagus or swallowing
pipe)
How do you get heartburn? Normally, a valve at
the lower end of the swallowing pipe opens when you
swallow and closes when
food has passed.
In some people, this
does not work properly and
does not close off when it
should, usually after a meal.
Heartburn can be infrequent or
can occur regularly to patients
with conditions such as acid

HBD!
Birthday!

reflux disease. Heartburn usually gets worse after they eat
or when they lie down or bend
over.
How serious is heartburn? Heartburn symptoms
produce a lot of discomfort
and can affect feelings of well–
being when they appear regularly.
Heartburn may signal
other problems such as
inflammation of the esophagus
which can be more serious.
Patients may hen require stronger medicines to
control symptoms if heartburn
persists and it is important to
seek a doctor’s advice.
How long does heartburn last? The symptoms of
heartburn can be frequent and
may last for several weeks,
months or longer if left untreated.
Because it may appear
now and again heartburn may

be experienced for a long
time before a decision is taken to seek medical advice.
Heartburn can also recur after
treatment.
Source:
www.timemforkids.com____
_____________________

Mother, mother I am
sick…
Complied by sheshe
from www.timekids.com

If you want to impress your friend or someone . Try greeting them in
a foreign language. Here are
some ways of saying or
greeting one on his or her
birthday…
German - Alles Gute zum
Geburtstag!
Dutch—Gefeliciteered met
je verjaardag!
Swedish—Grattipa
fodelsedagen
French—Joyeux Anniversaire!
Source: www. timeforkids.com

.
An anesthesiologist
specializes in the use of
anesthetic drugs and techniques, which prevent people from feeling pain.
Before an operation, people are usually given anesthesia.
A cardiologist specializes in the treatment
of heart disease.
A
dermatologist
specializes in all aspects of
skin care and problems of
the skin and hair.

A
gastroenterologist
treats problems about the
stomach, intestines and
related organs.
An internist specializes in the diagnosis,
prevention and treatment
of all forms of adult disease.
A neurologist specializes in disorders affecting the nervous system.
An orthopedist is
trained to treat the entire
skeletal system

skeletal system.
An
obstetrician
specializes in obstetrics,
the branch of medicine
that deals with human
birth.
An ophthalmologist diagnoses and treats
eye problems.

-

Four of the Coolest Gadgets From CES 2018

Toyota doesn't believe the future of the car is only about teaching vehicles to drive for us. While the Concept-i vehicle shown at
CES would be capable of driving autonomously, its biggest draw is
the artificial intelligence that powers it. Toyota claims the car will be
able to learn more about the drivers' preferences and needs over time,
such as suggesting destinations after a driver chats with the vehicle's
virtual assistant, called "Yui."

When you're using a laptop for doing work, playing video
games, and streaming Netflix, one screen isn't always enough.
So why not include three? Razer's Project Valerie concept does
just that by adding two foldable displays that expand out from
the primary screen in the center. Each display is 17 inches diagonally and supports 4K resolution, and Razer says they can be
used independently or together as one giant display. The downside: it weighs 12 pounds, which isn't unacceptable for a beefy
gaming laptop but is way more than the average notebook.

Dell 2-in-1 Laptops
Dell introduced several convertible laptops this
year, and the most notable include its Latitude
7285 and new XPS 13 models. The former is a Surface
Pro 4 rival that includes a sharp screen, stylus, and a
sturdy keyboard that more closely resembles that of a
laptop than most hybrids. The latter is an updated version of Dell's already great XPS 13 that includes a flexible rotating hinge for use in different positions.

Mattel's Aristotle is like a smart baby monitor
and Amazon Echo rolled into one. The smart voiceactivated speaker works with a companion camera
and is intended to help with tasks like soothing a
crying baby, buying more diapers, encouraging kids
to mind their manners, or helping them learn a foreign language.

-

Japanese Encephalitis
By: Gydel Keila Layugan

Japanese encephalitis (JE) is a disease spread through mosquito bites. Symptoms usually take 5-15 days to develop and includes fever,
headache, vomiting, confusion and difficulty moving. Symptoms that develop later include swelling around the brain and
coma. JE is a serious disease that may cause death.
Travelers who go to Asia are at risk for getting JE. For
most travelers
the risk is extremely low
but depends on
where you are going,
the time of year,
your planned activities and the length of
the trip.
You are at higher
risk if
you
are
travelling to rural areas,
will be outside frequently
or will be
travelling for a
long period of
time.
In
mild climates in
Northern Asia the risk for
JE
is greater in the summer and
fall.
In
tropical and subtropical areas,
there is a risk year-round.
To prevent mosquito bites, wear long sleeved shirts
and pants. Use products that can protect you from mosquitos.
And if you are bitten, avoid scratching mosquito bites and apply hydrocortisone calamine cream or lotion to reduce itching.
Source: http://wwwnc.cdc.gov

For example, green tea is
considered to be a superfood, but some companies add sugar to make it
tastier.
The
term
‘superfood’ will still be
seen in packaging despite
the unhealthy amout of
sugar added into it.
This is why expert
think that, instead of trying to know whether a
certain product is a superfood, people should focus
more on creating a balanced diet.
Consuming a variety of healthy foods in
the right amounts can
provide us the nutrition
that we need.
References
http://
www.livescience.com/34
693-superfoods.html

READY, SET ,

GREEN!
The Truth About Superfood
The word ‘superfood’ was first used as a description of wine.
It first appeared in The Daily Gleaner (a newspaper in the
country of Jamaica) in 1915.
Several decades after its introduction, the word
‘superfood’ popped up again in advertisements.
This time, however, the word was associated with
food loaded with essential nutrients, vitamins, and minerals.
As its name suggests, superfoods are items with superior health benefits. These items are mostly plant-based,
but there are also some fish and dairy. Examples of superfoods are salmon, yogurt, blueberry, seaweed, avocados, and
whole grains.
The list goes on and on because there is no legal or
medical definition.While the term ‘superfood’ is often used
by a lot of people, doctors and nutritionist believe that the
term should be dropped.
They say that it was only revived as a marketing tool
to make people buy more of a certain product.

By: meme

Green is no longer
just a color, it is a concept .
What is the idea of going
green? The desire to live in
harmony with nature is, of
course, where going green
gets its name. Those who

no
one owns the
Earth—no
one
has the right to
destroy and take
from it as he
pleases. Instead, they
support it believe that

believe that man must live
within the means of nature
and always consider the effect his actions have upon
the environment.

"Going

green"

means to pursue knowledge
and practices that can lead
to more environmentally
friendly and ecologically
responsible decisions and
lifestyles, which can help
protect the environment and
sustain its natural resources
for current and future generations.
Greening is the
process of transforming artifacts such as a space, a
lifestyle or a brand image
into a more environmentally
friendly version.
The act of greening
involves
incorporating
"green" products and processes into one's environment.

Why do we have to
go green? Our planet is sick
and the idea of implementing green practices into our
homes or offices can help
reduce waste, conserve natural resources, improve both
air and water quality, and
protect ecosystems and biodiversity.
Green
Environment. Our world needs
more trees, not less, that is
why practices that lead to
deforestation aren't any
good. Not only do trees absorb carbon dioxide and
produce oxygen, they keep
the surface of the planet
cool, they hold soil together
so it can stay rich, and they
provide the habitat that animals, insects, birds, and other plants call home, not to
mention they support many
people's livelihood
GREEN EATING
Making green food
choices such as organic
foods and getting them
from their origin to our
plate. When fresh and organic foods are bought,
the packaging and energy
used for processing are reduced. Choosing organic
foods is also a of means
helping promote organic
agriculture and responsible
land use.
GREEN WATER
Clean water is perhaps the planet's most precious resource, and, with the
increasing effects of global
climate change, for many
regions across the globe, our
ability to have enough highquality water on hand could
likely to change in the near
future.
Being water conscious helps reduce strain on
municipal treatment systems
and ensures there's enough
to go around.
By shifting away
from bottled water, we can
reduce global greenhouse
gas emissions (from shipping), the energy required to
produce
(petroleumderived) plastic, and the volume of waste trucked to our
landfills (from empty bottles).
GREEN ELECTRICITY.
By generating
our
own power, or purchasing renewable energy credits , also known as "green
tags" , we contribute to our
collective capacity for gen-

erating more clean power
from wind, solar, and other
sources and you help reduce
demand for energy from
more polluting sources.
Green Transportation. Anytime you choose
to walk, ride a bike, or take
public transportation, we
reduce or totally eliminate
the carbon dioxide and particulate emissions created
by driving a gas- or dieselpowered car.
We will help slow
global warming and help
stave off our date with peak
oil. Choosing greener options such as a train over air
travel for long-distance trips
can immensely reduce your
carbon footprint.
GREEN ENVIRONMENT

Our world needs
more trees, not less, that is
why practices that lead to
deforestation aren't any
good. Not only do trees absorb carbon dioxide and
produce oxygen, they keep
the surface of the planet
cool, they hold soil together
so it can stay rich, and they
provide the habitat that animals, insects, birds, and other plants call home, not to
mention they support many
people's livelihood.
It can seem that being eco-friendly and sustainable are among the only
ways to solve mankind’s
environmental issues.

But has humanity already pushed
Earth past its limits—
or is there still time to
change course if people come together and
act quickly?
Going green is a
large investment now, with
potential payoffs in the
future. The global mindset
of immediate gratification
would have to change.
We should have to
think of the future generation or generations, while
we take responsible ac-

Energy and the Earth

PROCESS

Compiled by hershey
Energy is the power we use for transportation, to
heat and light our homes, and to manufacture all kinds
of products. Energy sources come in two types: renewable and nonrenewable.
RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY
Renewable sources of energy can be used over
and over again. Renewable resources include solar energy, wind turbines, geothermal energy, biomass and hydropower. They generate much less pollution—in both
their gathering in and in production– than do nonnewable sources.
SOLAR ENERGY comes from the sun. Some people
use solar panels on their homes to convert sunlight into
electricity.
WIND TURBINES, which look like giant windmills,
generate electricity.
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY comes from the Earth’s core.
Engineers extract stream or very hot water from the
earth’s crust and use the stream to produce electricity.
BIOMASS includes natural products such as wood, manure and corn. These materials are burned and are used
for heat.
Dams and rivers generate HYDROPOWER.
When water flows through a dam, it activates a turbine,
which runs an electric generator.
NONRENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY
Most of the energy we use come from fossil fuels
such as coal, natural gas and petroleum. Once these natural resources are used up, they are gone forever.

Uranium, a metallic chemical element is another
nonrenewable source, but it is nt a fossil fuel. Uranium
is converted to a fuel and use in nuclear power plants.
The process of gathering these fuels can be harmful to the environment. In addition, to produce enrgy, fossil fuels are put through a process called combustion.
Combustion releases pollution, such as carbon monoxide
and sulfur dioxide, and probably contributes to acid rain
and global warming.

Compiled by Athena Felicity
Did you ever
wonder what happens to
the objects that you toss
into
recycling bins?
Here’s a look at how
glass and plastic and papers are recycled.

GLASS
As long as 3,000
years ago, Egyptians used
glass to make jewelry,
cups and other items.
Glass is made of sand.
Soda ash and limestone
and is one of the easiest
materials to recycle.
At recycling centers, glass is sorted by
color. The glass is transported to a processing
facility where it is cleaned
and crushed into what is
called cullet.
The cullet
is
brought to a manufacturing plant and mixed with
more sand, soda ash and
limestone.
The
mixture is
heated in a furnace and
turned into a thick liquid.
The liquid flows
out of the furnace and into
an automatic feeder where
it is cut into bottle –size
portions.

These portions flow down
a chute into molds, where
they are shaped and
cooled.
A machine makes a
small hole in the center,
and air is blown into the
bottle to hollow it out.
A neck is shaped
for a cap or lid. An annealing
oven, or leer,
slowly heats, then cools,
the glassware, making it
strong.

PLASTIC
Unlike
glass,
which is made entirely of
natural substance, plastic is
composed of man-made
and raw materials, including petroleum and crude
oil.
Plastic
collected
at recycling centers is
brought to a recycling
plant where it is washed
and inspected. The recyclable plastic is washed
and chopped into tiny
flakes. The flakes are separated in a flotation tank.

The flakes are dried
and the melted into a liquid. The fluid is fed
through a screen for even
more cleaning. It comes
out in long strands.

more cleaning. It comes
out in long strands. The
pellets then make their
way to manufacturers who
use them to make new
products.

PAPER
Paper is made of
tiny fibers . Because these
fibers eventually become
weak, paper cannot be
recycled forever.
Most types of paper can be recycled. When
you recycle paper, you
shoud try
to separate
newsprint, white paper,
and cardboard.

The paper you
bring to a recycling center
is softened and sent to a
paper mill. The paper is
soaked and heated in a
huge vat called a hydrapulper.
Detergent
and
chemicals remove tints.
The paper then becomes a
pulp. The pulp is screened
and cleaned to remove
glue and any remaining
ink.
The
pulp
is
bleached with chlorine to
make it white.The pulp is
fed into a machine that
split out the pulp onto a
flat moving screen where
it form sheets.
The sheets are
rolled and dried. Paper is
cut to size , wrapped and
shipped.

PICTURES OF NONRENEWABLE
SOURCES OF ENERGY

LET’S RECYCLE THESE FACTS
Compiled by jdbelle
Recycling a pound of steel saves enough energy
to light a 60-watt light bulb for 24 hours.
More than 30 million trees are cut down to produce a year’s supply of newspapers.
One drip per second from a faucet wastes 540
gallons of water a year.

It takes between 400 and 500 years for a Styrofoam cup to decompose. It takes
an orange peel six months to decompose.
Using recycled glass use 40% less energy than making products from all new
materials.
American use 100 million steel cans and 200 million aluminum beverage
cans every day.
Source: www.timeforkids.com

-

Have Fun, But Follow the Rules
Walk, run, jump , stand , and shout. We do have different professions when it comes to the world of sports. In every event, set of rules never leave. But what if,
rules are just like some promises– meant to be broken?
Let the games begin! Volleyball, basketball, tennis, futsal, badminton, chess, name it. Game between the weak and the strong, wherein commonly, the
strong ones prevail. But in accordance to the ability and skills, a rule itself overheads anything. In fact, even the greatest athlete in the world sometimes violate
rules and violating one can easily bring him down. But what happens if rules were controlled and used illegally for self-consumption and for others’ sake?
In this game of life, you can cheat and be cheated on; can reach the top and suddenly fall down. And the rule makers make the whole set-up. Without
them, there will be no such winners and losers. But over usage in the power of authority can lead to some disorders in the game. The essence of the game are
hidden by those opportunity grabbers and are also rule breakers themselves.
Fun, the min goal in every competition. And in order for that to happen, fairness is a necessary factor. But losing because of someone’s illegal action and
just accepting it, is such a brave act than those who are called winners but really are cheaters—the real lame in the game. In this match, trophies and medals
doesn't mean a thing if you have missed the fun. Knowing that you’ve given you’re best was already a big thing to be proud of.
It is better to lose with the truth, than to win with lies. Enjoy the play, go with the flow and let the rules take their own responsibility. #MisakiMei

Hayward, out for the
entire season
Gordon Hayward suffered gruesome injury with dislocated left ankle and
fractured tibia during
the NBA match opener, Cleveland Cavaliers
vs.
Boston
Celtics, at Quicken
Loans Arena, Cleveland last Wednesday.
Kyrie
Irving
goes for the alley-op
pass to Hayward at
6:45 of the 1st quarter
as
Lebron
James
bounced to intercept
the pass, the two got
tangled in the air as
Hayward lands awkwardly with his left
foot attempting to finish the play.
Irving underwent surgery Wednesday night and expected
to miss the entire season, his agent said.

Phoenix sweeps off
the Walruses
On- planned set plays and team camaraderie, Flaming Phoenix fired up lifting
the Mighty Walruses to defeat, 2-1, in the
Men’s Volleyball Division in the recently
concluded first part of Intramurals held at
the AC quadrangle, October 6, 2017.

The 27– year old player
underwent surgery Wednesday night and expected to
miss the entire season, his
agent said.
Irving was able to
score 22 buckets but Kevin
Love and Lebron sums up
their score of 44 points to
end the match, 102-99.
“I’ve seen Paul
George when it happened . I
was watching the game with
Shaun Livingston when it
happened, when he was
with the Clippers” James
told reporters with his
memory bank of dislocations
and
injuries.

Unicorns fly over Orcas,
47- 39
Solano, N.VInvincible Unicorns overpowered
Raging Orcas, 47-39, on Basketball Junior Division Men in
Aldersgate College Intramurals held at Ac quadrangle last
October 5.
Unicorns took the early lead with speedy lay-ups
combined with crossovers.
Orcas took advantage on the game by their tall forwards and cheers of their team but the strategic play of the
Unit1 doesn’t affect their momentum.
The heat of the Unicorns was triggered on the second and third quarter as their shooting guards shoots 3point buckets consecutively play-by-play.
Orcas is expected to crush the Unicorns on their Rematch to be held on January 2018 in connection of the celebration of the Aldersgate College 53rd Founding Anniversary.# julius

Leading up the game, Phoenix heated up with the scorching heat of the sun
causing the burnt and breaking off the defense of the Walruses leading for their first
set win, 25-23.

25-21 in the second set.
Equipped with accurate feints and
placings and using their revised strategy,
Phoenix turned the tables down for the Walruses reaching the victory, 25-20.
“Don’t be distracted about he things
around you, just enjoy the game!”, said Ajae
dela Cruz, Phoenix team captain, after the
breath-taking fight.
Phoenix takes up the seat for the finals having the twice-to-defeat momentum
that will be continued on January 2017 in
connection to AC Foundation Day.
#MisakiMei

Abdul Bandrang, Walruses’ team
captain, cooled up the game’s setting, taking
the advantage and bringing out their monstrous spikers carried the Walruses to win at

Orcas on a big comeback, 51-47
Solano, N.V - Raging Orcas dominated at their clash against Mighty Walruses,
51-47, in the Aldersgate College Intramurals Basketball Men Junior Division at the AC
quadrangle last October 6.
Equipped with rapid shots an iron wall defense, Orcas the team was able to
crush the Walruses by a big comeback rise on the second and third quarter.
Early game was with the Walruses pushed by their giant forwards and center to
have a strong lead against Orcas, 13-7.
“Walruses was tough to beat,” said the captain of Orcas, “But we’re not hindered
by their tall players”. #moneeem

Walruses slam Phoenix
Solano, N.V. Walruses rose up at their
match against Phoenix,
10-15, 15-11, 15-13 in
the Badminton Mixed
Doubles Division Game
during the AC Intramural
Meet held last October 5
at Aldersgate College
Badminton Court
As the game commenced, the Phoenix aggressively received the
powerful enough smash
of the Walruses with the
.

help of Chandhi Sangar to beat them in the
first set.
The Walruses prevented discouragement to
win over their heads on
the second set wherein
the players gave their
best play.
However, the
last set was a close battle for both teams but

the Walruses were determined to get the victory making them to
win the game with a
score of 15-13.
“Better
luck
next
time,” said the coach
of the Phoenix. # Amber

-

Sports Interview
by hemihher

She considers getting
a black belt in
Taekwondo her greatest accomplishment in life.
BLACK BELTER. Alyssa Jean
Laygo considers her getting a black
belt in Taekwondo her greatest accomplishment . # assyla

ALYSSA

Intramural Meet Snopshots

“Taekwondo is a
lifestyle that one needs to
experience “, she smiled as
the interview ended.

CEEJAY

I very much enjoyed
my conversation with this
intelligent, and charming
young lady whose attitude
is truly winning and engaging.

Let us also meet
another , understated ,
friendly but disciplined and
quietly driven Taekwondo
athlete
who also gave
pride to the department .

Alyssa Jean said that
her athletic aspirations lie in
taekwondo and she is devoted with great discipline to
this demanding sport.

Mark Ceejay Abon
was with Alyssa Jean during the CAVRAA Meet
held at Bayombong, Nueva
Vizcaya. He was a bronze
medalist in Taekwondo
Sparing Event .
He said that he will
continue joining trainings
for him to reach his goal of
being a champion.

Alyssa said that
gaining knowledge and applying the
tenets
of
taekwondo in her everyday
routine helped her develop
integrity, courtesy, honesty,
determination
and self–
control.

ATHELETES GLEAMING WITH PRIDE. Mark Mark
Ceejay Abon and Alyssa Jean Laygo pose with pride
after they were awarded medals during the CAVRAA
Meet held at Bayombong, Nueva Vizcaya.# assyla

